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Abstract
In a series of papers, Olsson (1994 Olsson ( , 1995 , Olsson & Oliger (1994) , Strand (1994 ), Gerritsen & Olsson (1996 , Yee et al. (1999a Yee et al. ( ,b, 2000 and Sandham & Yee (2000) , the issue of nonlinear stability of the compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes Equations, including physical boundaries, and the corresponding development of the discrete analogue of nonlinear stable high order schemes, including boundary schemes, were developed, extended and evaluated for various fluid flows. High order here refers to spatial schemes that are essentially fourth-order or higher away from shock and shear regions.
The objective of this paper is to give an overview of the progress of the low dissipative high order shock-capturing schemes proposed by Yee et al. (1999a Yee et al. ( ,b, 2000 . This class of schemes consists of simple non-dissipative high order compact or noncompact central spatial differencings and adaptive nonlinear numerical dissipation operators to minimize the use of numerical dissipation.
The amount of numerical dissipation is further minimized by applying the scheme to the entropy splitting form of the inviscid flux derivatives, and by rewriting the viscous terms to minimize odd-even decoupling before the application of the central scheme (Sandhaln & Yee) .
The efficiency and accuracy of these schemes are compared with spectral, TVD and fifthorder WENO schemes.
A new approach of Sjogreen & Yee (2000) utilizing non-orthogonal multi-resolution wavelet basis functions as sensors to dynamically determine the appropriate amount of numerical dissipation to be added to the non-dissipative high order spatial scheme at each grid point will be discussed. On the other hand, simplicity, efficiency and highly parallelizable robust algorithms are the major requirements in industrial, geophysical, space exploration and military practical CFD applications. The objective of this paper is to give an overview of the progress of a class of simple, highly parallelizable high order shock-capturing schemes that meets many of the requirements for practical computations, especially for long time integrations of unsteady flows. For ease of reference, "schemes" or more precisely "interior schemes"
here generally refer to spatial difference schemes for the interior grid points of the computational domain, whereas "boundary schemes" are the numerical boundary difference operators for grid points near the boundaries. However, without loss of generality, we also adopt the conventional terminology of denoting "scheme" as either the "combined interior and boundary schemes" or just the "'interior scheme" interchangeably within the context of the discussion. (1981) or other variants. The traditional flux vector splitting splits the flux function into different parts and most often into upwind and downwindportions. However, the entropysplitting splits the flux derivatives and the time derivative of the conservativedependent variablesusing the propertiesof the chosen mathematicalentropy function and the symmetrizabilityof the conservationlaws, without reference to any upwinding. For the viscousterms,only symmetryis neededin the derivation of the ener_" estimate. Thesedevelopments havemadehigh order non-dissipativespatial centralschemes of renewedinterestto CFD practitionerswheresimplicity,efficiencyand high parallelizabilityaretheir trademark.
The recentlydevelopedhigh orderlow-dissipation shockcapturingschemes usingcharacteristic filters of Yeeet al. (1999a) fit in the entropysplitting framework.Insteadof applyinga scalardissipationor filter (Gerritsen& Olsson),they supplynonlinearfilters basedon, locally, the different wavecharacteristicsof the inviscid flux. For complexshockwaves,shearand turbulenceinteractions,onehas better controlof the amountof dissipationassociated with eachwave.Forefficiency, Yeeet al. proposed a combination of a high orderbasescheme and a nonlinearfilter operator. The basescheme consistsof narrowgrid stencilhigh ordercompact or non-compact centerednon-dissipative classical spatial differencings. The filter consistsof a product of the dissipativeportion of a low order total variation diminishing(TVD), essentially non-oscillatory(ENO) or weightedENO (WENO) scheme and an artificial compression method(ACM) sensor.In contrastto hybrid schemes that switchbetweenspectralor spectrallike non-shock-capturing schemes andhighorderENO schemes, the high ordernon-dissipative baseschemeis alwaysactivated. The roleof the ACM sensoris to reducethe amountof numericaldissipationawayfrom shockandshearregions.As an alternativeto the ACM sensor, Sjogreenand Yee(2000) utilized non-orthogonal waveletbasisfunctions _ multi-resolution sensorsto dynamicallydeterminethe amountof nonlinearnumericaldissipationto be added at eachgrid point. The resultingsensorfunction is alsoreadily usablefor grid adaptation purposes. The final grid stencil of theseschemes is five points in eachspatial direction if second-order TVD schemes are usedas filters, andsevenpointsif second-order ENO schemes are usedas filters for a fourth-orderbasescheme.Studiesshowedthat higher accuracywas achieved with lessCPU time and fewer grid points when compared with that of standard high order TVD. positive. ENO or WENO schemes. Table 1 shows the flow chart of the schemes.
The studies in Yee et al. (1999b Yee et al. ( , 2000 and Sandham
Sz "fee indicate that entropy splitting can improve the overall stability of the scheme, and that the amount of numerical dissipation, if needed, is less than for the unsplit approach.
They view entropy splitting as a conditioned form of the original governing equations.
Here, "condition the governing equation" is different from :'preconditioning of the flow equations or their discretized counterparts" in convergence acceleration of time-marching to steady states. Their studies also indicate that entropy splitting alone can improve nonlinear stability even when one employs boundary schemes that do not satisfy the discrete generalized energy estimate. This stability property of the entropy splitting is valuable not just for the class of schemes in question, but can also be applied to other schemes commonly used in practical CFD applications. This emphasizes the fact that one should always try to apply numerical schemes to a more conditioned form of the governing equations.
Extension of these schemes to freestream preserving schemes for 3-D curvilinear moving grids for a thermally perfect gas is reported in Vinokur and Yee (2000) . The main difficulty in the extension of high order schemes to curvilinear grids is the high order numerical evaluation of the geometric terms, arising from the coordinate transformation, to satisfy a coordinate-invariant freestream preservation condition.
The question of the extendibility of the entropy splitting concept to other physical equations of state and evolutionary equation sets was examined in Yee et al. (1999b Yee et al. ( . 2000 .
Their study shows that the entropy splitting can be formally extendedto a thermally perfect gas, with the internal energybeing an arbitrary function of temperature. For non-equilibriumflows which consistof a mixture of different species, eachobeyinga thermally perfect gas law, extensionof the splitting is problematic. While they wereable to provethe symmetryand homogeneitypropertiesrequiredfor the energy estimate,the degreeof homogeneity can only be obtainedby solvinga systemof nonlinear equations. In addition, to obtain the Jacobianof the transformationrequiredinverting a non-sparse linear system. It would thereforebe difficult to establishthe positive definite conditionin closedform. 
where Ut = ou OF _ OG "57-" F_ = T_-and Gy --b'7 and the U, F, G,, are vectors given by
The dependent variableU is the vector of conservative variables, and (p, u, v,p) T is the vector of primitive variables.
Here p is the density, u and v are the velocity components, pu and pv are the x-and y-components of the momentum per unit volume, p is the pressure, e = pie + (u 2 + v2)/2] is the total energy per unit volume, and E is the specific internal energy. For a thermally perfect gas, the equation of state is p = pRT, where R is the specific gas constant, and T is the temperature with _ = e(T). For constant specific heats (calorically perfect gas) = c,,T, where c,_ is the specific heat at constant volume.
The eigenvalues associated with the flux Jacobian matrices of F and G are (u, u, u 4-c) and (v,v,v :I=c) , where c is the sound speed. The two u,u and v, v characteristics are linearly degenerate.
Hereafter, we refer to the fields associated with the u :1=c and v + c characteristics as the nonlinear fields and the fields associated with the u, u and v, v characteristics as the linear fields. 
The corresponding W can be written as
can be written for G,j and Ut. The forms for Fw and Gw can be found in Yee et al. (1999b) .
Under the above conditions one can rigorously establish a bound on the rate of growth of the energy norm in terms of the eigenvalues corresponding to the incoming characteristic variables at the boundary of the domain. s 1 14%. However, Normally. we need to compute Uw for the split form of Ut = -j3"fUt + -:j-g-fUw we only consider a semi-discrete approach of applying temporal discretizations. Aside from using the split form of the inviscid flux derivatives F_ and Gy. we do not have to use the split form of Ut for implementation.
Thus the final form of the semi-discrete entropy splitting approach still can be expressed in terms of conservative and primitive variables, making possible easy and efficient implementation in existing computer codes. The splitting parameter ,3 has to satisfy 3 > 0 or ,3 < t __--_. Harten only considered 3 < __--_. This choice of'3 appears to be "non-standard'" or "'nonphysical" in the sense that more than 100% of the conservative portion and a negative non-conservative portion is used. (1999b. 2000) recommend the use of fl > 0. The degree of improvement in stability over the unsplit approach depends on the choice of '3. For/3 > 100 the benefit from the entropy splitting is diminishing, since this case is close to the unsplit situation. In addition, the choice of ;3 is also problem-dependent.
For certain problems, e.g., complex shock-shear interactions, the beneficialrangeof/3 can be small. A combinationof waveletsas filter (Sjogreen & Yee) sensorsand grid adaptations(Gerritsen& Olsson)might be able to enlargethe beneficial rangesincethe resultingwaveletsensor functionis alsoreadily applicablefor grid adaptation purposes. The grid adaptation might be able to minimize the unddrresolved grid related spuriousoscillationproducinginstability. This will be a subjectof future research.
Numerical Methods
The spatial discretizationsconsidered in Yeeet al. (1999a)consistof two parts, namely, a basescheme and a filter. When numerical dissipationsor filters are not used,the scheme consistsof only the basescheme. If entropysplitting is used,the basescheme is appliedto the split form of the inviscidflux derivatives. Possiblenon-dissipative high orderbaseschemes for F_ and G_ and the viscous terms (if present) are the standard fourth and sixth-order compact and non-compact central schemes for the interior grid points.
There are many possible candidates for the filter operator in conjunction with high order base schemes.
For efficiency and ease of numerical boundary treatment, Yee et al. (1999a) proposed using filter operators whose grid stencils have a width similar to that of the base scheme. The filter operator consists of the product of a sensor and a nonlinear dissipation. See Here Sj{+½ is the sensor and is a mechanism for controlling excess numerical dissipation that is inherent in the dissipative portion of standard high-resolution shock-capturing schemes. Two possible sensors are considered.
They are the ACM sensor and the wavelet sensor (Sjogreen & Yee However, the theory is quite involved. The reader is referred to Sjogreen and Yee for the exact formula and the references cited for background.It is noted that the dual purposewavelet sensors (dynamicnumerical dissipationcontrolsandgrid adaptationindicators)canbea stand aloneoption for a variety of schemes other than what is discussed here.
It is emphasized herethat neither ACM nor waveletsensorswill be able to improvethe accuracyat the shockand shearlocationsoverthe inherentshock-capturing capabilityof the nonlineardissipation.The accuracyof the shockandshearis dictatedby the chosen nonlinear dissipation.The roleof the sensors is to allow the full amountof numerical dissipationin shock and shearregions,and to limit the amountof numericaldissipationin regionsimmediately awayfrom shockand shearlocationsandthe rest of the flow field. Therefore, with a suitable sensor,one doesnot haveto useCPU-intensivehigh order high-resolutionshock-capturing numericaldissipation,sincethis type of dissipationgenerallygivesa slightly moreaccurate solution awayfrom discontinuitiesbut exhibits similar shockand shearresolutionsassecond or third-order high-resolution numericaldissipations.
Full Discretizations: If a multistagetime discretizationsuchasthe Runge-Kuttamethodis desired,the highordernon-dissipative spatialdifferencing basescheme is appliedat everystage of the Runge-Kuttamethod. If viscoustermsarepresent, they usethe sameorderandtype of baseschemeasfor the inviscidterms. Thereare two methodsfor applyingthe characteristic filter. Method 1 is to apply the filter at every stageof the Runge-Kuttastep. Method2 is to apply the filter at the end of the full Runge-Kutta step. For inviscidand strong shock interactions,method1 might be morestable.
If onedesiresa time discretizationthat belongsto the classof linear multistepmethods (LM.Ms),e.g..trapezoidalrule or three-pointbackwarddifferentiation,then the filter can be applied as a numerical dissipation vector in conjunction with the base scheme. The filter in this case is evaluated at U n for explicit LMMs. For implicit LMMs additional similar filters evaluated at the n + 1 time level might be involved. Alternatively, method 2 can be applied to LMMs as well. In this case. we apply the filter after the completion of the implicit time step.
As an example, we illustrate the complete form of the schemes for Runge-Kutta methods with the filters applied at the completion of a flfil Runge-Kutta time step. Let _,,÷1 be the solution after one full Runge-Kutta time step using a non-dissipative spatial base scheme. Note that if entropy splitting is employed, the base scheme is applied to the split form of the inviscid flux derivatives.
Then the solution at the next time level U '_+1 is 
III. Numerical Examples
We summarize the performance of this class of schemes by illustrating four perfect gas test cases with distinct flow properties.
The first is inviscid and the last three are compressible full Navier-Stokes computations.
The four test cases are: (1) a 2-D inviscid horizontally convecting vortex with periodic boundary conditions (BCs), (2) a 2-D vortex pairing in a time-developing mixing layer with shock waves formed around the vortices, (3) a 2-D shock wave impinging on a spatially evolving mixing layer where the evolving vortices must pass through a shock wave. which in turn is deformed by the vortex passage, and (4) a direct numerical simulation of a 3-D shock-free compressible turbulent plane channel flow. Figures 1-4 show the schematic, flow conditions, gTid size and the computational domains of the four test cases.
In all of the computationsthe classical fourth-orderRunge-Kuttatime discretization,and the non-compact central spatial interior schemes with the sameorder of accuracyand type of basescheme for the inviscid and viscousterms(if viscositiesaxepresent)are employed.If filters axeused,they are appliedat the endof the full Runge-Kuttatime step. Roe's(1981) averagestatesare usedin (4). alongwith the Harten and Yee (Yee 1989 ,Yeeet al. 1990 ) second-order upwind TVD dissipationportion for Cj+½1 in (5). The parameters p and rn are set to 1 and a small value of 10 -6 is added to the denominator of (7) to avoid an extra logical statement for the ACM sensor. These will be notated as ACM or WAV (depending on whether ACM or wavelet is used as sensor) with the following numbers indicating the order of the interior base scheme for the inviscid and viscous terms. For example, ACM66 (WAV66) means the use of sixth-order central as the base scheme for both the inviscid and viscous terms, and ACM as sensor (wavelet as sensor).
In order not to introduce additional notation, inviscid flow simulations are designated by the same notation, with the viscous terms not activated. Computations using entropy splitting are indicated by adding the letters "ENT" at the end as in ACM66-ENT (WAV66-ENT). Computation using SJ+½ = 1, i.e, the sensor is turned off and the upwind TVD dissipation portion is used as the filter, will be notated by TVD as in TVD66.
To be sensed is not pronounced. In all cases, no physical problem-dependent parameter has to be tuned.
The accuracy compared very well with that of the corresponding best tuned r_ for the individual test cases 1-3. In particular, the same accuracy was sustained, using WAV66-ENT for either the B-spline or the redundant form of Harten wavelet sensors for long time integrations of the vortex convection problems, as ACM66-ENT using _; = 0.01 and _kt = 0.01. Figure  12 shows the test case 2 results which should be compared with the ACM66 results in Figure 5 . Figures 13 and 14 show the test case 3 results. Figure 13a shows the density and pressure contours computations by WAV66-RH using the density and pressure as the functions to be sensed (see Figure 6 for comparison with ACM66). Figure 13b shows the corresponding estimated Lipschitz exponent (alpha) for the density and pressure at t=120 and the wavelet sensor itself. Figure 14a shows the wavelet sensor applied to the density and pressure in the z and y-directions, and the square root of the sum of these quantities in the x and y-directions. Figure  14b shows the corresponding contours using the AC.M sensor. The wavelet sensor was able to extract the full feature of the flow structure far better than the ACM sensor. Tables Captions Table 1 . Flow Chart of the efficient low dissipative high order schemes. Shock-shear layer interaction: Comparison of ACM66 with TVD66 (_0_+½ = 1) with reference solution ACM44 (641 x 161 grid), illustrated by the density contours at t = 120 on a 321 x 81 grid with _ = 0.35 for the nonlinear fields and n = 0.175 for the linear fields. 
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